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ABSTRACT 
Active control of longitudinal pressure 
oscillations in combustion chambers has been 
studied theoretically using a digital 
state-feedback control technique. The formulation 
is based on a generalized wave equation which 
accommodates various influences on combustion, 
mean flow, unsteady motions, and conto1 actions. 
After a procedure equivalent to the Ga1erkin 
method, a system of ordinary differential equation 
governing the amplitude of each oscillatory mode 
is derived, serving as a basis for the controller 
design. The control actions is provided by a 
finite number of point acutators, with the 
instantaneous chamber conditions monitored by a 
few sensors. Several important control 
aspects such as sampling period, locations of 
sensors and controllers, controllability and 
observabi1ity have been investigated. As a 
specific example, the case involving two 
controlled and two residual (uncontrolled) modes 
is stud.ied. The control and observation spillover 
phenomena due to the residual modes are clearly 
demonstrated. 
1. Introduction 
The desire to advance propulsion technology 
has led to efforts to control and optimize various 
operation characteristics of combustion systems. 
Principal among them is the moderation or control 
of pressure oscillations in combustion chambers, 
which are generally known as combustion 
instabilities. Heat release by combustion is the 
source of energy sustaining such oscillations. 
There seems little doubt that the most intense 
motions owe their existence to the mutual coupling 
between unsteady combustion response and periodic 
flow oscillations. As a result, the oscillations 
appear as the motions of a self-excited system. 
The ensuing structure vibrations and thrust 
variations may significantly comprise the overall 
system performance. 
Many attempts have been made to overcome 
combustion instability problems or to prevent 
their occurrence. The efforts usually fall into 
two categori es: (1) ma king changes in the system 
designs so that the coupling between the 
combustion response and unsteady wave motions can 
be minimized; and (2) making changes in the 
dynamic energy losses so that they exceed the 
energy gains from the combustion response. 
Although these methods have demonstrated their 
effectiveness in certain situations, a number of 
fundamental problems still remain unresolved. 
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First, most of existing techniques are static in 
nature and based on passive means. The 
instability suppression systems operate only for a 
narrow frequency range and do not respond 
effectively to the spatial and temporal variations 
of flow conditions. Second, no unified general 
theories have been constructed as to the 
optimization of control systems. The entire 
system was developed primarily on a tria1-and-
error basis. The experience gained from one 
system may not be directly applicable to other 
systems. Third, perhaps more important, for many 
practical systems there is even no passive means 
available for controlling instabilities. 
While traditional passive control techniques 
need improvements and further optimization, a new 
technology based on active instability control 
(AIC) offers radically new solutions, particularly 
in the regime where passive control techniques are 
ineffective, impractical, too costly, or have 
reached their design limits. The AIC methods 
incorporate modern control theories and offer 
capabilities of estimating the instantaneous flow 
conditions, calculating the optimum control 
feedback coefficients, and exerting control 
actions on the flow fields. Figure 1 shows the 
schematic of the proposed system. The important 
physical variables in the combustor are monitored 
by appropriate sensors at representative positions. 
The measured signals are then filtered and 
processed by a microprocessor in which the optimal 
control gains are calculated instantaneously 
according to a predescribed model. Finally, the 
control inputs are activated to modify the flow 
conditions. If designed properly, it may 
attenuate any undesired oscillations within a few 
cycles. Recent work l- 4 on the control of 
thermo-acoustic oscillations has clearly 
demonstrated the advantages the AIC technique. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a 
theoretical framework for studying the active 
control of combustion instabilities. In what 
follows, a general analysis of unsteady motions in 
a combustion chamber is first given, followed by a 
comprehensive discussion of the controller design. 
As a specific example, the case involving a finite 
number of controlled and residual modes are 
addressed in detail. 
I I. Formu 1 at ion 
The model described here can be applied to 
broad classes of problems encountered in practical 
systems. To concentrate on the construction of 
active control algorithms, we restrict the 
following discussion to the special case of 
longitudinal oscillations in a uniform chamber. 
The formulation extends the previous analyses for 
nonlinear combustion instabi1ities 5,6 and 
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accommodates actively controlled external forcing. 
In brief, the conservation equations for a 
two-phase mixture of gas and particulates are 
first written in the following form. 
i.e + .. at + v • vp = - p v • v + W (2.2) 
oy + + Pot+pv Vv -vp+~ (2.2) 
.Qg 
at + Y P v (2.3) 
The function W represents the mass conversion rate 
of condensed phases to gas per unit volume, F is 
the force of interaction between the gas and 
condensed phases, and P is the sum of the heat 
release associated with chemical reaction and the 
energy transfer between two phases. 
A wave equation governing the unsteady 
motions is then derived with decomposition of the 
dependent variables into mean and time-dependent 
quantities. To simplify matters here we shall 
ignore variations in the mean pressure, 
temperature, and density, but the mean flow 
velocity is both non-zero and non-uniform. Thus, 
p = p + p'(t,f) (2.4)a 
(2.4)b 
p = p + p'(t,r) (2.4)c 
Since combustion instabilities manifest themselves 
by the presence of pressure oscillations and the 
pressure signals can be directly measured and 
processed at sufficiently frequencies, the wave 
equation can be most conveniently written in terms 
of pressure. Now substitute (2.4) in (2.1) -
(2.3), collect coefficients of like powers, and 
rearrange the results to obtain the following wave 
equations: 
02p' a2v2p' 
ot 2- - = h + hc 
subject to the boundary condition 




where the subscript c represents the control 
inputs. The functions hand f contain all linear 
and nonlinear influences of acoustic motions, mean 
flow, and combustion, under conditions with no 
external forcing. Their explicit expressions are 
given in Ref. 6. 
In this work, the control force hc consists 
of M point actuators for supplying acoustic 
pressure excitations at appropriate positions 
(2.7) 
The forcing amplitudes are ~k(t), and the 
i~fluence functio~s bk(rl ar~ represented by the 
Dlrac delta functl0ns 6(r - rk) to simplify the 
analysis. The pressure field and its time rate of 
change are monitored by P point sensors. Thus the 
output signal has the following form. 
j = 1,2, ••• , P (2.8) 
where Cj and dj are fixed real numbers. 
For many practical combustion chambers, the 
most dominant unsteady motions have structures and 
frequencies closely related to those of classical 
acoustic modes of the chamber. The solution of 
the wave equation (2.5) can therefore be 
approximated by a synthesis of the normal modes, 
but with unknown time-varying amplitudes, 
L 
p' (r,t) = P L nn(t) Wn(r) 
n=1 
(2.9) 
where 1/J n is the normal mode function satisfying 
ii . v1/J = 0 
n 
For longitudinal pressure oscillations in a 
uniform chamber, 




where Lc is the chamber length. In theory, the 
system requires an infinite number of modes 
(L + 00) to completely describe its behavior. 
However, in practice, the unsteady motions can be 
represented with good fidelity by a truncated 
modal expansion of (2.9), in which L may be large 
but still finite. This approximation is well 
justified by the fact that the high frequency 
oscillations can be efficiently damped out by 
viscous dissipation and may not exist physically. 
In addition, the actuators and sensors can not 
excite or response to the very high frequency 
modes. 
After substitution of (2.9) in (2.5) and with 
the aid of the spatial averaging, a set of 
ordinary differential equations is obtained for 
the amplitude of each mode. 
= anwn(t)+ bnun(t), n = 0,I,2, ... L (2.12) 
where wn(t) is the random noise, Dnj and Enj are 
linear coefficients associated with the growth 
rate and frequency shift, respectively, and FN 
represents the nonlinear processes. The control 
input can be written as 
-2 M 
u (t) = --a--2 L ~k(t) 1/Jn(rkl n p En k =1 (2.13) 
in which En 2 denotes the nurm of the mode shape. 
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Similarly, the sensor output equation has the 
following form. 
j = 1,2, .•. ,P ( 2.14) 
The system (2.12)-(2.14) can be described as 
stochastic, nonlinear, and many dimensional. As a 
first attempt, we treat only the deterministic and 
linear behavior of the system, i.e., ~t) = 0 and 
FN = o. The problems involving nonlinearity and 
stochastic processes will be dealt with in 
subsequent work. 
III. Construction of State-Feedback Control 
In this section, a digital control system 
based on the state-feedback technique is developed. 
The goal is to optimize the control input unIt) 
such that the amplitude of pressure oscillation 
nn(t) can be controlled within a prespecified 
level as t + m. In according with (2.9), the 
oscillatory behavior of the combustor chamber is 
described by l modes. Realistically, however, it 
may not be practical to control all these modes 
because the actuators and sensors can not excite 
or respond to the high'frequency modes. In 
addition, the on-board computer limitations and 
model errors would restrict the control to a few 
critical modes. If only the first N modes are 
controlled with N < l, the state variables 
(defined here as pressure oscillations and their 
time derivatives) can be partitioned into a 
controlled and and uncontrolled (residual) part. 
(3.1) 
where 
XR T = [nN+ 1, T1N+ 1, .•. , nl, nl] 
The subscripts Nand R represents the controlled 
and residual modes, respectively. Thus, from 
(2.10) and (2.12), the state-space and output 
equations can be written in the following vector 
form. 
XN(t) = AN XN(t) + BN u(t) 
XR(t) = AR XN (t) + BR u(t) 
y(t) = CN XN(t) + CR XR(t) 
(3.2) 
where AN and AR are the system parameter 
matrices associated with the controlled and 
residual modes, respectively, BN and BR 
are the control input matrices, and CN and 
CR the sensor output matrices. The control 
input and sensor output vectors are defined as 
follows 
uT(t) [~I(t), ~2(t), ... , ~M(t)] 
yT(t) [Y1(t), Y2(t), ... yp(t)] 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
To simplify the problem, it is proposed to 
use a zero-order-ho1d (ZOH) technique to convert a 
digital to a continuous signal, or vice versa. 
Therefore, the state-space and output equations in 
discrete time can be written as 
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X (k + 1) 














and Ts is the sampling period. The functions 
X(k) denotes the state at the time of kTs • 
Note that for a given system, the matrices F and G 
are determined mainly by the actuator positions 
and the sampling period. For the computation of 
the elements of F and G, the efficient algorithm 
described in Ref. 7 has been used. 
Controller Design 
The active controller has two major 
funct ions: 
1) accommodation of a state estimator which 
receives the sensor measurements y(t) 
and calculates an estimate XN(t) of the 
state XN(t); and 
2) determination of the feedback control gain 
such that nn(k) + 0 as k + m. 
Since the states X(t) are in general not 
directly available, a luenberger observer8 s 
employed to estimate them in accordance with the 
control input and the sensor output. Then the 
state estimate XN(t) is multiplied by a 
constant control gains and fedback to the plant to 
ensure the system stability (see Fig. 2). 
Since the presence of residual modes in the 
output may destabilize a closed-loop system which 
is based on the estimated states ,9 it is proposed 
to filter them out. let the filtered output be 
(3.8) 
The estimator therefore has the form 
XN(k+l) = F XN(k) + G u(k) 
+ l (Yf(k) - CN XN(k)) (3.9) 
where l is the estimator gain matrix, and the 
superscript A denotes the estimated state. 
Because the estimator does not have the capability 
to determine the initial state, for convenience, 
XN(O) is usually set to be zero. The state 
feedback law is of the following form: 
u(k) = - K XN(k) (3.10) 
where K is the control feedback gain matrix. Now 
substitute (3.8) and (3.10) in (3.9) to obtain the 




Equation (3.11) indicates that the decay of 
estimator error eN(k) is governed by the 
eigenvalues of the matrix F - L CN' It is 
obvious that the F - L CN should be located 
inside the unit circle of the z-plane. For 
desired locations of these eigenvalues, one can 
always first determine the estimator gain L, 
provided that the state ,is observable. This is 
related to the conditions for the system 
observability, which requires the following matrix 






Even though only the estimated states are 
fedback. the control gains K can be comput~d . 
by assuming that the states are known. Th1S 1S 
the well-known separation principle. When the 
states are exactly known. the closed-loop system 
matrix becomes F - GK. as shown by Eq. (3.5). 
Therefore. to ensure the system stability, the 
control gain matrix K must be carefully 
determined such that the eigenvalues of F - GK 
are located inside the unit circle in the z-plane. 
as well as that the condition for 
controllabilityis fulfilled. This usually. , 
requires a nonsingularity of the controllab111ty 
matrix defined as follows 
(3.14) 
Determination of Controller and Estimator Gain 
Matrices. K and L 
Now let the open-loop characteristic equation 
be described as 
det(zI - F) = z2N + alz2N-1 + ••• + a2N (3.15) 
The coefficients al ••••• a2N can be determined by 
the knowledge of the eigenvalues of F. For a 
closed-loop system, the system and,estimator 
characteristic equations can be wr1tten 
respectively as 
det(zI - F + GK) z2N + alz 2N- 1 + ••• + a2N 
(3.16)a 
det(zI - F + LC) = z2N + 61Z2N-1 + ••• + B2N (3.16)b 
The controller and estimator gain matrices 
(K and L) are then eva}uated according to the 
following expressions. 
K = (a - a) p- 1C-1 
L =6-1 (pT)-1 (Il - a) 
where 
(a - a) = [al - al. a2 -
(a - a) = [61 - al. 62 -
{3.17}a 
(3.17}b 
a2 •••• a2N - a2N] 
( 3.18)a 
a2 •.• 62N - a2N] (3.18)b 
and P is a upper triangular Toeplitz matrix. 
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Note that the coefficients in the polynomials 
(3.16)a and (3.16)b can be dete~mined by the 
desired eigenvalues of the matr1ces (F - GK) and 
(F - LC). respectively. 
Locations of Actuator and Sensor 
The locations of the actuators must be 
carefully selected because they influence the 
controllability matrices. If these matrices are 
singular. the actuator can not control all the 
states. To enhance the system controllability. 
the coefficients of the input should be as large 
as possible for the controlled modes. On the 
other hand. the input signal which drives the 
controlled states to zero will also excite the 
residual modes. The phenomenon is commonly known 
as control spillover and should be minimized as 
much as possible. Hence, the coefficients of the 
input in (3.14) should be as small as possible for 
the uncontrolled (residual) modes. 
In order to increase the system controll-
ability and reduce the control spillover, the 
actuator location za should be chosen to minimize 
the following objective function. 
(3.19) 
For longitudinal pressure oscillations. Wi(Za) is 
closely related to the normal mode shape and can 
be defined as 
W
1
' (za) = cos nn z Lc a (3.20) 
The objective function J is plotted as a function 
of the actuator location za, as shown in Fig. 3. 
It is concluded that the best actuator location is 
za = Lc/6.5. 
Equation (3.18) also suggests that the 
minimization of (3.18) would lead to a reduction 
in the observation spillover. The sensor is 
therefore also located at Lc/6.5. In other words, 
the sensor and the actuator are calculated. 
IV. Discussion of Results 
The theoretical formulation and the active 
control algorithm described in the previous 
sections can be applied effectively to suppress 
pressure oscillations in a uniform chamber. To 
illustrate the digital controller design, two 
controlled and two residual modes of longitudinal 
oscillations are considered. Their system linear 
coefficients Dij and Eij in (2.21) are given 
below. 
Dij j=1 2 3 4 
i=1 -0.01 0 0 0 
2 0 0.1 0 0 
3 0 0 0.5 0 
4 0 0 0 5.0 
Eij I j=l 2 3 4 
i=l 0.02 0 0 0 
2 0 -0.02 0 0 
3 0 0 0.02 0 
4 0 0 0 0.02 
The first mode is unstable and the second mode is 
stable. The linear coupling terms, Dij and Eij 
with i+j, are ignored for simplicity, 5ut can 5e 
included straightforwardly. In addition, only one 
sensor is employed to estimate the states and one 
actuator is used to provide the stabilizing 
control input. 
The control procedure contains the following 
four steps. First, the actuator and sensor 
location is selected to be at z = lcl 6.5, to 
maximize the effects of actuator on the controlled 
modes and to minimize the influences on the 
residual modes. Second, a suitable value of 
sampling time is chosen to provide a good degree 
of system observability and controllability. 
Third, the observer and controller pole locations 
are carefully selected. In this work, the 
closed-loop system pole locations are Z = 0.991, 
0.990, 0.940, and 0.930, respectively. The 
observer poles are about three times faster than 
the system poles to ensure a good overall system 
performance. These pole locations are Z = 0.9732, 
0.9703, 0.8044, and 0.8306, respectively. 
Figure 4 shows the calculated results for the 
controlled modes. The sampling period Ts is 0.04. 
The controller functions quite effectively and can 
eliminate undesired oscillations within a few 
cycles. Figure 5 shows the time traces of the 
residual oscillations. The contro11 spillover 
phenomenon is clearly seen. Small oscillations 
begin to grow after the controller is activated, 
then decay when the system becomes stable. The 
estimator errors eN are also calculated, giving 
the results shown in Fig. 6. The observer is 
capable of estimating the states closely, except 
for the short initial transient period. 
One of the fundamental issues associated with 
the active control system is the tradeoff between 
the energy of unsteady motions and the energy 
required to eliminate oscillations. To see this, 
the input pressure at the actuator location is 
also calculated. Figure 7 indicates that the 
system really needs a small amount of energy in 
the initial staoe to control the oscillations. 
Further investigation of the energy aspect of the 
problem is currently underway and will be reported 
in subsequent work. 
V. Conclusion 
A linear theory has been developed to study 
the active control of combustion instabilities in 
combustion chamber. The control action is 
provided by M point actuators, with the 
instantaneous chamber conditions monitored by P 
point sensors. The effects of sampling period and 
locations of sensors and actuators on the system 
controllability and observabi1ity are examined. 
As an example, the case involving a finite number 
of longitudinal modes of oscillations are 
cons i dered. Results clearly demonstrate the 
control and observation spillover phenomenon due 
to the residual (uncontrolled) modes. The work 
represents the first in a series of attempts to 
investigate theoretically various techniques for 
the active control of combustion instabilities. 
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